Step 5:
Position Wall Shelf directly above (2") Wall Brackets, in line with marking on wall (Photo 5). While keeping rear flange of Wall Shelf tight against the wall, SLOWLY lower Shelf down onto Wall Brackets. Press down firmly to secure Shelf to Brackets.
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CONTENTS INCLUDE:

• (1) Wall Shelf with required Brackets
  NOTE: Mounting hardware not included

TOOLS REQUIRED:

• Drill Motor and Assorted Bits
• Tools as per selected mounting hardware
• Level

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1:
Identify desired shelf height and mark level line onto wall (Photo 1).

Step 2:
Position Wall Brackets at desired location (Ideally on wall stud). Align top (Horizontal) Flange of Bracket with level line and secure Brackets to wall (Photo 2).

CAUTION!
DO NOT REMOVE PROTECTIVE FILM AT THIS TIME FROM TAPE ON BRACKETS!
Removing protective film at this time may result in improper positioning of shelf. Once film is removed and shelf is set onto Bracket, shelf CANNOT be repositioned (Photo 2a).

Step 3:
Locate Shelf onto Brackets and mark end of Wall Shelf at desired location (Photo 3). Remove Wall Shelf from Brackets.

Step 4:
Peel off Protective Film Strip from top of Brackets (Photo 4).
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